LibraryThing is an online application that enables users to catalogue, tag, search, and 
It's hard to imagine LibraryThing as a pet project. What was the point at which it exploded into a business venture? How comfortable is the pile of gold upon which you now recline? As I made it, I realized it might turn into something modestly successful. It was so much better than anything else. Still, I was focused on the cataloging aspect and didn't see it as a social project until a few weeks after launch. Indeed, I tried to partner with another site that did some social interaction but had crap cataloging (Bibliophil.org, which is still around). After a few weeks, it hit the Guardian online, and from that point, I was sleeping with my laptop.
It launched in August 2005. After a few months, I wanted to get some financing, eventually coming to terms with Abebooks. It was a small investment, but the terms were generous, and they were interested in growing it.
How comfortable is the pile? Well, on paper, I've got a lot of money, by my standards anyway. But I have to sell the company to get it. I don't want to do that anytime soon. I'm not paid so well. When [Cambridge Information Group] bought a small percent of the company, I sold a few percent. That's given my family a down-payment on a house, which was very good to get.
LibraryThing has rapidly grown into a large project with a huge repository of book data, drawing a lot of traffic from its many users. This must take substantial resources to support. Tell us about the technology behind it all. How much software is off-the-shelf, and how much is in-house? Well, it's a fairly standard LAMP setupLinux, Apache, MySQL, PHP, and Python. We also use memcached a fair amount, and other open-source solutions sites of our sort have (e.g., Nagios for monitoring). Apart from some laptop software-Quickbooks, BBEdit, Excel-we don't have any for-pay software. I don't know what distributions and such. We have a sysadmin, John, who does.
Scaling is the great problem of a site like LibraryThing-both financially and as software. We've moved through various scaling and caching issues. I have a really good handle on MySQL issues-what to normalize and what not to, etc.
As far as boxes, we have something of a muddle. The other big problem with organic growth is that your needs change, but you can't afford to throw away old stuff and standardize. We are about to basically double our resources. The new boxes are much more thought-out. Our other two librarians, Sonya and Abby, do not do much "technical" work for us. Abby's job, as originally conceived was "everything but the code. " By the time I hired her, I already knew more about library data and perhaps even cataloging than she did. But she was helpful introducing me to the library world. She is, more generally, an exceptional person-smart, hard-working, etc. Library school may have taught her some of that, but she got two master's, and I suspect the History master's was at least as informative.
Notably, although Abby doesn't do much technical, she does edit HTML, and she has a very good understanding of MySQL, useful for various account issues. At one point, I sat down to teach her MySQL and, within three hours, I had gotten her to the SQL query for "people who like this book also like those books. " Since then, I've often found prospective developers can't get there.
Sonya was hired specifically to talk to (well, "sell" to) libraries. We needed someone personable who understood library culture. Notably, she's married to a Ruby developer, so she gets the other side too.
Our other developers have a more mixed understanding of the library side. Christopher Holland, an early hire, has an intellectual/ academic bent-he did computer stuff for archaeological digs too. He may not know much about the library side, but he understands the content. Mike and Luke have a more casual relationship to libraries.
One thing is clear. I've hired a number of non-library developer people-developers with no knowledge of the library world. If they work on a library-related project, I need to introduce them to the library tech "world, " such as it is. They are universally stunned by how backwards it is. To anyone who follows the fast-moving, open world of contemporary startups and open-source projects, the library tech world is a cringe-inducing backwater. The technology is Jurassic, and so many of the "tech leaders" simply don't get it. What's a typical day (or week) for you? My time is split between developing and "business"-managing employees, answering stuff like this, etc. I do a lot of talks, but they are mostly bunched together. I do some conferences.
LibraryThing is closed-source, and details of your recommendation algorithms are not made public. How much do you think other domains (e.g., movie-, recipe-, photo-sharing) might benefit from learning what goes on under LibraryThing's hood, and how much is specific to books? We've got a few algorithms that might help others improve, notably our "special sauce" and our tag-based recommendations. But the main recommendations-and I suspect [the others too]-do not differ much from standard recommendation algorithms. If Library Thing works, it's because our data is so much better-it's really you, not some [stuff ] you bought or some movies you rated.
Books differ in a few ways. First, there are just more books-way more books than there are movies or CDs. Second, you experience books differently than you do movies. I see a lot of movies I don't like, but I mostly buy books I like. "Chick lit" is for chicks, but a "chick flick" is for guys to go to with their girlfriends, to suggest they're sensitive or to make up for making them sit through some action film.
There are a couple of consequences of the differences. People often wonder why I don't use ratings (much) in our recommendations. The answer is simple: by and large, people buy the books they like. If they don't like them, there's still a reason they bought themthey thought they'd like them. In a way, people own the books they "deserve. " Of course, you might have some gift book you hate but won't get rid of. In reality, those are a small part of anyone's library. In fact, most people rate books in the middle. The average is 3.8, and the standard deviation is low. We do a lot better looking at ownership patterns than using ratings.
One factor people never get is that LibraryThing isn't trying to sell you [stuff ] . Amazon is, and it results in some noise. For our purposes too, we're trying to entertain you most of all. So, for example, it may be statistically true that if you like [Harry Potter 1], you'll like [Harry Potter 2], but showing that-and 3, 4, 5, 6, 7-is boring. People already know it. So recommendations are as much about being interesting as being predictive.
How many of your algorithms are invented in-house, on-the-fly, and how much have you been able to use existing techniques? Speed is always hard with recommendation algorithms. I wrote them all myself, from first principles. I've looked at some formal algorithms for doing it, and find they are more elegant in some ways, but also more limited. I suspect we'd benefit from some help there. I've been meaning to take a statistics course, in particular to handle tag-recommendations better.
LibraryThing: An Interview with Tim Spalding tures they developed. I try to give, and developers take, a lot of freedom there. Chris, in particular, has been known to work for a week on some new feature or bug fix which I didn't ask him to work on, and, indeed, for which he's ditched what I gave him. Mostly he does good there, but it can be annoying.
What new and exciting features can we expect in the near (and notso-near) future? That would be telling.
We'll get Facebook in a month or two. We have lots of fun plans. I hope that we have the new widgets out by the time you read this.
LibraryThing looks like a good flagship for collaboration, data sharing, and their mutual benefits: libraries share their data, and you offer them recommendations and social data, e.g., tags. Your social data would also be interesting to people researching social networks, for instance. Do you share data with non-libraries? We have a standard form for students studying social networks and etc. We'll give out most data under those terms. (The [Terms of Service] even mentions we may do that.) If you look at the API page, you'll see we share a lot of our data, most of it for free. We'll be doing more there soon.
What about LibraryThing are you most proud of? What would you say is the most important contribution of LibraryThing today? I'm very proud that, basically, I invented book-based social networking and social cataloging. I proved that it was a good idea, and that people would be interested. (Some early critics suggested there were only a few hundred people who'd want to it.) I'm very proud that we've always pushed the envelope. Common Knowledge, our Talk system etc. Tagging in general makes me happy. We've done so many groundbreaking things there-we come up again and again in the recent book on the subject-tagmashes, tag combinations, tag-subject mixing, etc. LibraryThing proved that tagging would work for books-work like Hell, I might add.
I'm also proud that LibraryThing swims in the opposite direction on the basic issue of intellect, respect, and integrity. We don't require e-mail for the privacy-sensitive. We don't show little square photos for user names-we use words. We take it for granted that people want to edit their data, and to get it out again. We respect libraries. We enforce a no-ad hominem rule. We run the site collaboratively as much as possible. We have no "community managers" (shiver). We talk openly about money. We don't have any advertising for members. We charge.
Much of this runs counter to contemporary wisdom. Shelfari and Goodreads don't allow you to edit your book data, and they only use Amazon. (If you're over 30, you have books Amazon doesn't sell!) They are less intellectual, more pushy in their virality-Shelfari famously so. They were built to flip.
We've actually been hurt a lot by them. Stats are very wiggly, but Goodreads is probably larger now-in sane metrics, not bogus ones. But we're still growing quite nicely, and getting deeper and more interesting. If, in the future, the market settles down into the free one that treats you like a child and the paid one that treats you with respect, I'll be fine with that.
What is your vision of the future for LibraryThing? I want every serious book person to use LibraryThing-every day, every week, whatever. I want it to serve as an essential resource for information and socialization for everyone in that peculiar demi-monde, linking up every major player and party-readers, authors, publishers, agents, new bookstores, used bookstores, book clubs, public libraries, academic libraries, athenaea, literary societies, etc. Be a part of the student magazine of the first society in computing! For details, please email crossroads@acm.org
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